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1. Introduction
The D okshitzer-G ribov-Lipatov-A ltarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) 
evolution equations (1-41 are fundamental tools to study the
ln((P“/A “)) and A-evolutions of structure functions, where 
A and are Bjorken variable and four momenta transfer 
respectively in a deep inelastic scattering (DIS) process |5 | and 
A IS the QCD cut-off parameter. On the other hand, the study ol 
structure functions at low-.v has become topical in view [6J of 
high energy collider and super collider experiments [7]. Solutions 
of DGLAP evolution equations give quark and gluon structure 
functions which ultim ately produce, proton, neutron and 
deuteron structure functions. Those structure functions are 
important inputs in many high energy processes. Moreover the 
determination of their t and jc-evolutions is a test for QCD, the 
underlying dynamics of quarks and gluons inside hadrons. 
Though some numerical solutions are available in the literature 
18,91, the explorations of the possibility of obtaining analytical 
solutions of DGLAP evolution equations are always interesting. 
In this connection, particular solutions of DGLAP evolution 
equations at low-jc in leading order (LO) have alretidy been 
obtained by applying Taylor expansion method [lO] and t and x~ 
evolutions [11-15] of structure functions for intermediate and 
Io w -a: have been presented. Here, the particular solutions have
orre.sponding Author
been obtained either by a linear combination of U and V t)f the 
general solution/! U, 10 “  0 111 - 1 3 1 or from the complete solution 
114, 151 c^ f the equation. We also have obtained particular solution 
of DGLAP evolution equation from the complete solution in 
next-to-leading order (NLO) for non-singlet and singlet structure 
functions [15, 16| and compared our results with HERA HI [17] 
and NMC [181 data.
The present paper reports particular si^lutions of DGLAP 
evolution equations computed from complete solutions in NLO 
at low-A and calculation of t and A-evolutions for singlet and 
non-singlet structure functions, and hence .r evolutions of 
deuteron structure functions. In some instance, we can deal 
with particular solutions more conveniently than with the general 
solutions [ 19]. In calculating structure functions, input data 
points have been taken from experimental data directly unlike 
the usual practice o f using an input distribution function 
introduced by hand. These NLO results are compared with the 
NMC low-A", low-Q“ data and with those of particular solution in 
1.0. Here, Section 1, Section 2, and Section 3 present the 
introduction, the relevant theory and the results and discussion, 
respectively.
2. Theory
Though the basic theory has been discussed elsewhere [15,
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161, here we have mentioned some essential steps for clarity. 
The DGLAP cvolutitm equations with splitting functions [20, 
2 11 for singlet and non-smglct structure functions in NLO are in 
the standard forms | 2 2 |
t )  a ^ { t )  
d i 2 n
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d F ^ ^ r) ^ or, (r) 
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. {3 + 4 ln(l -  A - ) }  ( a . O +  ^  i  |( I  + u 4  ) f , f  ]
3 • 1 “  Vi’ " \ w  )
- 2 F , ' ' ' ' ( A , / ) } ] - ( ^ ^ ^ j  (a -1 )F ,‘^ "(a, / ) J / ( h')^ .v _(2 + 8vv)ln-H- + |^- I n - w + ^ l n  M .-21n‘ (l -  .v) + 41n(l -  n
„ 2 , > 1S2 14 40 f l 3 6  38'!,
F o l - (*'') = -------  ^ w  ------- -------------------I n w — 4 i n( 1 — n’9 9 9 m’ V 3 3 y
1/(0 vv)
= 0 , (2)
3 3 - 2  A/, _ 3 0 6 -38A '^
where -^----- and Pi = ------—— — , being the
number of flavours.
Here, f ( w )  = C^[F,^ ( m ) -  P,\(w)\ + ^ C ,,C A[Pa(w 'y+ PAiw )\
+ CfTj^  A /^ Pyv^  ( vv) ^
F ^(w ) = 2 C ,T ^ N  ,F^^(w)
and F^\(w) = C ^ T „ N ^ F l^ ( w ) + C a n N i  F^ iw ).
The explicit forms of higher order kernels are [20-21J :
P f i w )  = ~'2j — ]ln »i^  ln(l -  w ) - f —-— + 2H-lln w
— w j  Vl — w J
J Vl/(l+»V)
where P^ .^(vv) = w“ 4 (1 -  h')“, -  Q ; ~ A/  ^ = 3,
Cf = (A/(? - \ ) / 7 N c  iind 1/2.
Let us introduce the variable // = I—w and note that [231
l - «  *=0
X  X
w (3)
The scries (3) is convergent for |^ /| < 1. Since x <  w < 1 , so 0 
< M < 1 -  .r and hence the convergence criterion is satisfied. 
Now, using Taylor expansion method [ 10 ], we can rewrite 
F2 ( x / w , /) as
F2^(..x/w,t)= F f \ x  + x Y . u ^ t
k^\
. i d F h x J )  1 2 1 1
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1*=I > o x -
+ . . .
(4 )
vh»ch covers the Nvhole range of //, 0 < w < [-x. Since x  is small 
n our region of discussion, the terms containing x^ and higher 
K^ vvers of a' can be neglected as our first approximation as 
liscLissed in our earlier w o rk s[ll, 12, 14-161, F^ix/w^t )  can 
»c approximated for small -r as
F^^{x/w. t )~F2ix, r)  + x ^ u  —
A-l
(5)
44 (A )- /V ,A < |ln - i - i( l-  v)(5-4x-f-2A -")|,
^i (a) -  .vJ/(vv)r/vv-J/(iv)r/w^ — N^ - In  ,vf + 3a -f 3a “
• ^  ^ 3 , 64 1 317 '+ — A(2 -f- A') In“ A' 4 5a — A*' 4-----A -------
2 2 27 54
4 9 .V -5A- + — v’ jln.r
Similarly. G(x/ w, t )  and i) can be approximated +1 3 c -  3 ^- + 4  c ' l |n -  v + ( —  a —  v" + -  v - —  lln(l -  v)
I 3 J l 9  3 3 9 'Ai small-A as
G(x/w,  t) = G(A,r) + x ^ u
k-^ ]
dO (x,t) 
d  X
nd
( a  / vv. r ) =  A-, r ) +  A  M '
A-I
(6)
(7)
+i j - 2 ' •+ 2 «-
Using eq. (3), (5) and (6) in eq. (1) and performing 
integrations, we get
<?F/(v-,r) « .( / )  o /  X r-v/
-— — A , ( a ) +  ---•■ • B , ( a ) F-, ( A . r )
I n  2 n
(2  , 59>| M13 2 . ( 4  . 20^
1 3 9 j I 9 3 ; V 9 3 7 ,
3 [ MO  ^ > 92 .~N f  -  ----- f S A  +  l l A ' ^ - h ---- A "  I n A
2 ' I 9 9
3A-t-3A‘'H--- .V' ln * 'A + ---------A f ----A "------ A^  In (l-A )
V 9 )  V 9 3 3 9 )
(4
, 122 1 M  ( \  . 3 6 n   ^ ^560 2 ^ 4 ,
9 3 J l3  18 7 I 27 9
3 ‘ -7- f J ( I  H')" )["*• In ln(l -I- w) -  In w ln(l + w)
I -   ^  ^  ^ 4 ,4  o . f 2  7 769 4+1 - ~  + 2a - 2 v“ 4 - a
a, i t )
2 n
A ,U ) + f ^ ^ |  B^ix')
I n + In In I  ^ - —14- In — Inf 1 4- —
VV' 7 w \  w
2;r 27T J dx ^  ' B ,ix) ^  x j — f{w)dw
/here
(■*) = I  {3 + 4 ln(l -  jc) + (jc -  l)(jc + 3)}, 
A2(a)=  —a) ( 2 —A + 2 AT )^j,
4^ - N f X
3 •'
[ y - 4 A + |A = + - ^ A ’ j ln A T - i( l  + A^)ln =
2 ^ 3  6 1 1  
2 7  "" 5 4  J’
and
4“ — In^ A 4--^ -^-------4 a  4- — A
3 9 a  18
——F^g(w)dw.
Let us assume for simplicity 11 l-14j,
r ; ( . v , t )  =  K { x )  / s  ( a -, / ), (9 )
where AT(,v) is a function of v. Now eq. (8) becomes
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d F ; \x .n  a , i t )  a , ( t )
- y r ~ -  2 .  ^
d F -^ u .n
( V )  = - 0 .  (10)
where
L,(,v) -  (a ) -h ^ a (^ ) dKi.x)
dx
/W,(.v) = B^^,x)+K(x)B.(x) + B^(x)-^j'^-- ,
c/x
L2 (x ) ~ K(x)A^(  x ) ,
and M 2 (x ) B^{x)+ K(x)H^{x) .
For a possible solution, we assume | 15, 22] that
\2
"2 ^ j ( 11)
where + T^B^ix)\
2 n
■nd *) + 7'ofi6(-')]ZTT
wMi AiU> = | | ^ { l - ^ ^ ) + 2 J c J n ^ ^ j | ,
1 1 _
B^(x) = a [  ^  f iw )d w  ,J vt.»
( O ^  {3 4- 4 ln( J -  A )  +  { X  -  1 ) ( a' 4  3)} .
and B(^(x) = “ J / ( wV/h'4  xj  f (v \ ’)d w .
0 0
The general solutions [10, 19] of eqs. (12) is F(^7, V) o 
where F  is an arbitrary function and ( /(a, r, Fv'‘) = C', aruJ
V^ (x, r, ) = Q  where, Cj and C\ are constants and they form 
a stilulion of equations
dx
P s ( x j )
dr d F ^ i x j )
- Q s ( x . t ) (14)
We observed that the Lagrange’s auxiliary system of ordinau 
differential equations [ 10 , 19) occurred in the formalism, can nnt 
be solved without the additional assumption of linearization 
(eq. (11)) and introduction t)f an ad hf»c parameter T^ ,. Which 
docs not affect the results of/-evolution of structure functions 
Solving eq. (14), we obtain
(/(a , /, /s'* ) - h ^  Nsix)_ 
1 a
where is a numerical parameter to be obtained from the 
particular (?~-range under study. By a suitable choice of T^ y we 
can reduce the error to a minimum. Nt>w' eq. (10) can be recast as
- P y U . o F f u - . n . 0 . „ 2 ,
dr a x
where Ps^^'  A)^ 2 !
and Qs(x . t )  = ^ ^ [ l ^ ( x )  + ToM ^(x)l
Secondly, using eqs. (3), (7) and (11) in eq. (2) and performing 
u-integration, we have
'  ,, - -  nvC-V. t )— =^ ------------G.v.v(^' t)F-^^<yX,t) = 0 ,(13)
a t  a x
and V(a, r, F^ ) = f / ( . v, / ) cxp[M v(a*)] ,
. 2 r dx
A) J / . 2 (.o  + 7;,m , ( v)
and A/v( v) = J
L |(.v)4 T^^M^{X)
d x  . I f  U and V are twn
Z.2 (v)+  T(,A/2( v) 
independent solutions of eq. (14) and if a  and p  are arbitrary 
constants, then V — aU  4 P may be taken as a complete solution 
of eq. (14). We take this form as this is the simplest form of a 
complete solution which contains both the arbitrary constant*' 
a  and p .  E arlie r [ 1 1 , 1 2 ], we considered  an equation 
AU BV  = 0, where A and B arc arbitrary constants. But that i> 
not a complete solution having both the arbitrary constants as 
this equation can be transformed to the form V = CU, where 
C  - - A / B ,  i.c\ the equation contains only one arbitrary constant 
Then the complete solution 110, 19]
F2^ (A,/)exp [A7v(a)] = a expl + P  (151
is a two-parameter family o f planes which does not have an 
envelope, since the arbitrary constants enter linearly [10]. Again, 
differentiating eq. (15) with respect to p ,  we get 0 = I, which rs 
absurd. Hence, there is no singular solution. The one parametL-i 
family determined by taking p -  a }  has equation
(A.r)exp [Af,s(.v)] = <x ( b  Ns(yX)\ + a ^  (!<■»
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Differentiating eq. (16) with respect to a .  we obtain and
,(.v)‘
2  I f  (t
Putting the value o f a  again in equation (16), we obtain the 
envelope
/()
(21)
K'“’(.v./)exp[M,s.(.v)l = - -  e x p f - +  , SP equations. Physically.
4 '  ^ t a means number of Havours IS high.
We observe that if/? tends to zero, eqs. (18) and (19) tend to 
eqs- (20) and (21), respectively, /.c.,s(dutions of Nl.O equations
, h tends to zero
Therefore,
exp 2 h 2 Ns(x) -yWv(.v)
! Again defining
^(17) i t t.xp
which IS merely a particular solutitin 
Now, defining
exp 2 h 2 / V s ( a )  ^ ^
f() «
at / -  /,,, where ~ In ((2d ! nny lower value Q = Q^ y we 
get from eq. (17),
(/;// + !) 1 1
r:(x.t)^ FUx.t^,)\ I 2/^ 1 (18)
t Ml
which gives the t-evolution of singlet structure function F ^ { x j )  
in NLO for p  - .
Proceeding exactly in the same way, and defining
F / . ^ ( , , , „ ) . - i , j - ' - V 'e x p
2 h 2 A/a/c(-v)
■ -M y v .c (A ')
where N (,v) = J----- i----
J A ,(a) + T ;,^,(a-)
. w . . f Af,(A) + 7o£fJ.v)and Afyvs (A) = I  --------- -— -^---
J A^{x) + T^B^{x)
we get for non-singlet structure function in NLO as
dx ,
(bh+\)
F ^hx ,t):=  j exp| 2 fc| ( i9)
which gives the t-evolution of non-singlet structure function 
(JC, f) in NLO for ^  = a  ^
In an earlier communication f 14], we suggested that for low 
xinL O for/3  = cir*.
F iix d o (20)
2 b 2 Nsi x)--- -f------------A7 v(a)
t a
we obtain from eq. (17)
X
F ^ i - ^ d )  “ 7^^ A^ ,^ )exp J 1
a /-2(A) + TJjM tC.v 
L ,  (  v )  - t  7 ; , A ^ , ( a )
L2 (A)+ 7;)A/2(A')
c/.v. (22)
which gives the x-evolution of singlet structure function F n ( x j )
1 ~■ — i
4
in NLO for p  = . Similarly, defining F^'^ix^d)  -■
xexp 2 /? 2 A ^,(x ) ^—  --------
t a ’ we get
F '2 ^ ( V,/) = F 2 ^  ( a0, r) exp J
A J a) + 7o/7^ ,( v) 
A5(a) A-7di?5(A)_
a A^{x)+T^B^{x)
( 2 3 )
which gives the x-evolution of non-singlet structure function 
F ^ H x J )  in NLO for
In an earlier communication 114J, we suggested that for low- 
x inLOfor p  == .
F^ix. t )  = Ff'(A:o./)exp
■ b
and
F2 ' \ x . t )  = F,'^'(Ao.f)exp j
Af(jt> A#(jr)
L(x)
(24)
Af Q( x )  M{x)
dx .(25)
where
= 4 / (33 -  2 Nj  ), P{x)  3 + 4 ln(l -  A) -  (1 -- x)(x  -f 3), 
Q{x)  =  a (1 )  -  2 a  In a .
60
L( V) = P(a') + AT(a )C(a')+  D(x )
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dK{x)
3x
and Mix)  = Q(a)+ A " (a ) D (  v), where again,
C i x ) ~ \ l  I N  f { \ ~  x)  (2 A' -f 2a^)
and D(a) = /V,.v[-1/ 2 (1 -A r)(5 -4 x +  2 .v-) + (3 /2 )  ln(l/.v)].
Of course, unlike for the r-evolution equations, we could 
not have for the x-evolution equations in LO as some limiting 
case of NLO equations. Deuteron, proton and neutron structure 
functions measured in deep inelastic electro-production can be 
written m terms of singlet and non-singlet quark distribution 
functions 151 as
(X as before, we get 0 ~ y(/>A+i)cxpf.^.f  ^ from
a  J
which we can not determine the value of a . But it we take 
P — in eq. (15) and differentiate with respect to a ,  we get
I 1 /^///+n ^ N, (x )^  which is imaginary. Putting3 \  t a
this value of a  in eq. (15), we get ultimately
\»/2 r 0^/2
K  ( V, / ) = / (h/ t  f W  i - ' i
t a )
F4'iK.t) = 5/9f f ( . x , t ) . (26) Now, defining
F /  ( X. /) = 5/18 p2 ( .r, f ) + 3/18 '  ix.r) (27)
and
F^ix, t )  = 5/l8f;;'’(.x,r)-3/18F,'^ ''(,v.n. (28)
3/2
h N^ix)x e x p ---- 1-—------ .
Now using eqs. (22) in eq. (26), we will get A-evolution of 
deuteron structure function i xd )  low-x in NLO for p  =
as
F ^ U x j ) -  F ^ { X f ^ j ) c \ p  f f — ---------  ^
t n  ct
3/2
Msix)
wc get
f  A f I I
/s  (a-, /) = F^  (a-, /o ) ; I expl ^  ^ ^
mx)-^T^)M^ (x) 
/.2(a)+ TqM 2 {x )
ix.
Proceeding exactly m the same way, we also get for non­
singlet structure function
(29)
F ^ ^ (a, r) = F2 ^ (a, /q)| j exp| ^ h
where, the input function is / s'^(aq, r) = -^ ^2^ (A(),/). The
corresponding result for a particular solution of DGLAP 
evolution equations in LO for p ^ a ^  obtained earlier f 14J is
1 I
F/(A:./) = F /(jro ,/)exp | j |
A,  Mi x )
Li x)
M i x )
Then using cqs. (26), (27) and (28), we get t-evolutions of 
deuteron, proton and neutron structure functions
3 . r i  1
2 U  In
3/2
dx .(30)
/
F / '" " ( .x ,r ) = F /" " ( .r , /o ) ,(V'o+l> J
exp
The determination of x-evolutions of proton and neutron 
structure functions like those of deuteron structure function is 
not possible by this methodology, because to extract the 
A-evolution of protron and neutron structure functions we are 
to use cqs. (22) and (23) in eqs. (27) and (28). But the functions 
inside the integral sign of cqs. (22) and (23) are different and we
need to separate the input functions and F^'^(xqJ)
from the data points to extract the x-evolutions of the proton 
and neutron structure functions, which may contain large errors.
For the complete solution of eq. (12), we take p ^ a ^  in eq. 
(15). If wc take p  -  a  in eq. (15) and differentiate with respect to
Proceeding in the same way, we get x-evolution of deuteron 
structure function as
F^{x,  r)=  F/(jr„.f)exp  
L iix) + T g M iix )^ ^ ^
L2ix)  +  ToM2ix)  J
U 3 / 2 1
a Li {x) + TqM2{x)
Similarly, we can show that if wc take P  = get
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vUid
V /  ^  ^ ^  w-l v^II rMlLlCllJ lC I l I l lC l iO I I ;
~ J |  j r AA f \ (dashed lines) and for/C( v)
 ^ \ rz 1^2 V 1 “r * 0 ^  2  ^ y
In Figure 1 , we present c^ur results o f x-disiribution o f 
dcuteron structure functions from eq. (29) for K{x)  ™
dx  .
i^ 2 ( A ) + 7q A^ 2 ( '  ) y 
Similarly, if we take ^  ^ a  *', w e get
TT/TTTTTiTV
exp
a nd
R''(.v, t )  = /s"(.V o, /)ex p  J
V,i
/>i( v)-  ^ 7qM i (a )
/.2 (A')+ 7J)M2( V)
4
1
I  _1_ 
/
5 / 4
dx .
: ce (solid lines) in the relation 
P ^  for y m inimum (low er dashed and solid lines) and 
maximum (upper dashed and solid lines), where a, h , c and d  arc 
corlstants and for representative values o f Q“ given in each 
figifre. We compare them with NMC deuteron low-x low-Q~ data 
11 ^ , In each graph, the data point for x-valuejust below 0 .1 had 
bee|i taken as input F2 {x^^,t). If we take K{x) = ax^\ then 
agreement of the result for n’ minimum with experimental data is 
foufid to be excellent at a  = 10, h  = 0 .0 16. On the other hand, if we 
lake A^( v) = cc~*^\ then agreement o f the results for v minimum 
witji experimental data is found to be good at c = 0.5, d  — — 3.8. In 
Ihisr connection, earlier we observed [ 14J that agreement o f the 
results with experim ental data was excellent for K(x) — 4.5 
(constanl),r/ = 4.5,/z = 0 .0 J ,c  = 5 ,r /=  I for low-x m leading order 
and there was no significant difference between the results for
and  on .
Thus, we observe that if w'e lake P — vc in eq. (15), we can 
not obtain the value of a  and also the required solution. But if 
wc lake p  — ex'', . . .  and so on, wc sec that the
powers of and coefficient o f / 7( l//-I //jj)  of
exponential part m t-evolutions t^f deuteron, proton and neutron 
structure functions are 2, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4 .... and so on, respectively, 
as discussed above. Sim ilarly, for x-evolulions o f dcuteron 
structure functit>ns, we set that the num erators o f the first term 
inside the integral sign are 2, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4 .... and so on, 
respectively, for the same values o f oc. Thus, we see that if in 
the relation p  -  a ^ \ y  varies between 2 to a maximum value, the 
pow'crs of I) , co-efficient o f *> of
exponential part in r-evolution and the num erator of the first 
term in the integral sign in A-evolution varies between 2 to 1 . 
Then, it is understood that the solutions o f eqs. (12) and (13) 
obtained by this m ethodology, are not unique and so the t- 
evolutions of dcuteron, proton and neutron structure functions, 
and .v-evolulion o f deuteron structure function obtained by this 
methodology, are not unique.
Thus by this m ethodology, instead  o f  having a single 
solution,we am ve at a band o f solutions, the range of these 
solutions being reasonably narrow.
Results and discussion
For a quantitative analysis o f  A -distributions o f  structure 
tunctions, we calculate the integrals that occurred in eq. (29) for
= 4, In this case, we neglect the first and second term of 
function B,(a) as a is small.
F ig u re  1. Results o f a-distribution o f dcuteron structure functions 
from eq. (29) for ATtv) = ax^' (dashed lines) and for /T(jt) « (solid lines) 
in the relation for y minimum (lower dashed and solid linc.s) and maximum 
(upper dashed and solid lines), where a. h, e  and d  arc constants and for 
repre.semativc values of given in each figure, and compare them with 
NMC dcuteron low-.r low-Q' data [18]. In each graph, the data point for 
x-value ju st below O .f  has been taken as input If we take
K(x)  = ax** agreement o f the result for y  minimum with experimental 
data is found to be excellent at rt == 10, h  = 0.016 On the other hand if wc 
take K ( x ) ~ r F * ^ ^  then agreem ent o f  the resu lts for y m inim um  w ith 
experimental data is found to be good at r  s  0.5, d  -  -  3.8 For convenience, 
value of each data point for one value o f is increased by adding 0.2i, 
where / = 0, I, 2. 3, ... are the numberings of curves counting from the 
bottom of the lowermost curve a.s the 0-ih order.
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V minimum and maximum in the relation ^  ~ oc^. In the case of 
N l.O , agreement of the results with experim ental data is found 
to be very poor for any ccmstant value o f K{x). Therefore^ we do 
not present our result of x-distribution at K{x) = constant in 
Nl-O.
In Figure 2, we present <^ ur results o f x-evolution o f deuteron 
structure function from cq. (29) for K{x) = (dashed lines) and 
K{x) = (solid lines) in the relation p  ~ a ' \  for y maximum at 
different parameter values and for representative values o f Q ' 
given in each figure, and com pare them with NMC deuteron 
low-.r low-Q- data 118]. In each graph, the data point for .r-value 
just below 0 -1 has been taken as input F2 (Aq,/) . We observed 
that both the graphs coincide for each value and are in 
excellent agreement with data when a — 5.5, h = 0.016, r  = 0,28, d  
= :-3.8.
F ig u re  2. R esults o f  x -cv o lu tio n  o f  deuteron structure function  from  
equation (29) for = ax*' (da.shed lines) and K(x) = < (solid line.s) in 
the relation /5 =x a ' . for y nriaximum at different parameter values and for 
representative values o f  given in each figure, and compare them with 
NM C deuteron low*x low-Q^ data flRJ- In each graph, the data point for 
x-value just below 0 .1 has been taken as input (A o.r). We observed that 
both the graphs coincide for each value and arc in excellent agreement 
with data when a -  5.5, h = 0 .016, c  = 0.28, r/ = -  3.8. For convenience, 
value o f  each data point for one value o f  in increased by adding 0 .2i.
where / = 0, 1 , 2 ,  3 .......arc the numberings o f  curves counting from the
bottom o f  the lowerm ost curve as the 0-th order.
In Figure 3, we present the sensitivity o f  our results from eq.
(29) fora, b, c, d, in the relation /J = a * fo ry  minimum. In each 
graph (from top), if  the absolute values o f  *d\ 'c\ 'h\ or *a\ 
respectively are increased, the curves shift upward and if the
absolute values o f V/'. 'c', or \ respectively are decreased, 
the curves move in the opposite direction. For the sensitivity oj 
V?’, we take h = 0.016 and we observe that a t« = 10, agreement < 
the results with experim ental data is found to be excellent. For 
the sensitivity o f we take « = 10  and we observe that ai 
b = 0.016, agreement o f the results with experimental data is 
found t(^  be excellent. On the other hand for the sensitivity of V 
we take ~ 3.8 and we observe that at c = 0.5, agreement of the 
results with experim ental data is found to be good. For the 
sensitivity o f V/*, we take c = 0.5 and we observe that at r/=  -  3.8, 
agreemnt o f the results with experimental data is found to he 
excellent.
F igure 3. Sensitivity o f our results o f  ,v-distribulion o f  deuieron structuie 
function in the relation for y  m inimum for different values o f  a.
h, t and d.
In Figure 4, we present the sensitivity of our results from eq. 
(29) for different values o f T q at best fit o f K{x) = axf* and 
A'(x) = in the realtion P — for y  minimum and for
representative values of given in each figure. Here, a — 10, 
b = 0.016, c = 0,5, d  = -3 .8 . We observed that if the value o f 7"^  is 
increased, the curve moves slightly upward and if the value ot 
7q is decreased, the curve moves slightly downward direction. 
But the nature o f the curve remains some and difference between 
the curves are extrem ely small in both cases in the T^y range 
m entioned in the figure.
In Figure 5, we present the results of x-evolution o f deuteron 
structure function for AC(jc) = ax^ (dashed lines) and K(x) = 
(solid lines) in the relation P  — a , for y minimum in LO (lower 
dashed and solid lines) and in NLO (upper dashed and solid
P a rticu la r  so lu tion  o f  D G L ^P  evolution  equation in nex t-to -lead in^  o rder etc 63
0.02 0 .0 4 0 .0 6 0 .0 8 0.1
Jines) for representative values o f given in each figure, and 
compare them with NMC deutcron Iow-.v k>w-Q“ data | ISJ. In 
each graph, the data point for v-value just below 0.1 has been 
taken as input. Agreement of the result with e\pcrim ental data is 
found to be excellent for a ~ 4.5, h = 0.0 J , c ^ 5 ,d =  1 in LO and 
a -  10,/? = 0 .0 1 6 ,r = 0 .5 ,r /= -  3.8 in N LO and all curves in each 
grii^h almost coincide.
In  Figure 6, we plot T { tf  (solid line) and T^f^U) (dashed line), 
whpre 7'(r) = o tJ 2 n  against in the Q “ range 0.5 < C?" ^ 5 0
GeV^. We tib.scrved that for 7’ = 0.027, error becomes minimum} ” 
in fic  Q- range 0.5 < (7“ < 50 GeV-.
F if tu rf  4 . S e n s itiv ity  o f  o u r re su lts  o f  A -d is ln b u tio n  o f  d e u tc io n  s lru f lu re  
tunc tion  in the re la tio n  P ~  cjf' fo r  v m in im u m  fo r d if fe re n t v a lu e s  o f  a .  
/*, ( and  J
Figure 5. Results of jr-evolution of deutcron structure function for K(x) 
“ (dashed lines) and Kfx) = (solid lines) in relation f i -  a ' ' , for v 
minimum in LO (lower dashed and solid lines) and in NLO (upper dashed 
and solid lines) for representative values of Q* given in each figure, and 
compare them with NMC deutcron low-x low-Q* data [18]. In each graph, 
the data point for jc-value just below 0.1 has been taken as input . Agreement 
of the result with experimental data is found to be excellent for a ~ 4 5, 
b = 0.01. r  = 5, rf = 1 in LO and a = 10, = 0.016, <• = 0.5, = -3.8 in NLO
and all the curves in each graph almost coincide.
Figure 6. T(t)^ (solid line) and T Jl\t)  (dashed line), where TU) — a^ J2n  
against Q ’ in the range 0.5 < Q" < 50 GeV*  ^ Wc observed that lor / ’^  =  
0.027, erior becom es minimum in the Q ‘ range O 5 < ^ 5 0  GeV^
From our above discussion, it has been observed that we 
can not establish a unique rclatitin between singlet and gluon 
structure functions Le. a unique expression for K{x) in eq, (9) by 
this method; 7i(A') in the forms o f an exponential function o f a or 
a power in x can equally produce required x-dislribution o f 
deutcron structure functions. But unlike x-distribution function 
with many input param eters (generally used in the literature), 
our method required only one or two such param eters. The 
explicit form of K{x) can actually be obtained only by solving 
coupled DGLAP evolution equations for singlet and gluon 
structure functions, and w ork is go ing  on in th is regard . 
T raditionally , the D G L A P equa tions p rov ide  a m eans o f  
calculating the m anner in which the parton distributions change 
at fixed x as Q- varies. This change com es about because o f  the 
various types o f parton branching em ission processes and the 
A-distributions are modified as the initial m omentum is shared
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among the various daughter partons. However, the exact rate of 
modifications of .v-distributions at fixed Q^ can not be obtained 
from the DGLAP equations, since it depends not only on the 
initial v but also on the rate of change of parton distributions 
with respect to d ” F(.\ ) /  dx^ (n = 1 to oo), up to infinite order. 
Physically, this implies that at high-.v, the parton has a large 
momentum fraction at its disposal and as a result, it radiates 
partons including gluons in innumerable ways, some of them 
involving complicated QCD mechanisms. However, for low-.r, 
many of the radiation processes will cease to occur due to 
momentum constraints and the ^  -evolutions get simplified. It is 
then possible to visualize a situation in which the modification 
of the jc-distribution simply depends on its initial value and its 
first derivative. In this simplified situation, the DGLAP equations 
give information on the shapes of the x-distribulion as 
demonstrated in this paper. 7'he clearer testing of our results of 
.v-evolution is actually the eq. (23) which is free from the additional 
assumption (eq. (9)(. The required non-singlet data is not 
adequately available in the low-v region to test our result.
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